2017 Spaceport Magazine Summary
The 2017 Spaceport Magazine used the above banner for the year, with different
background graphics.

Introduction
The first issue of the Spaceport News was December 13, 1962. The 1963, 1964 and
1965 Spaceport News were issued weekly. The Spaceport News was issued every two
weeks, starting July 7, 1966, until the last issue on February 24, 2014. Spaceport
Magazine, a monthly issue, superseded the Spaceport News in April 2014, until the final
issue, Jan./Feb. 2020. The two 1962 Spaceport News issues and the issues from 1996
until the final Spaceport Magazine issue, are available at this website. The Spaceport
News issues from 1963 through 1995 are currently not available online.
In this Summary, black font is original Spaceport Magazine text, blue font is something I
added or someone else/some other source provided, and purple font is a hot link.
All links were working at the time I completed this Spaceport Magazine Summary. The
Spaceport Magazine writer is acknowledged, if noted in the Spaceport Magazine article.
These Summaries are just that, a Summary, a portion, a small highlight of sorts!
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From The January 2017 Spaceport Magazine
On pages 3 through 7, “IN REMEMBRANCE John H. Glenn Jr. — The Quintessential
American Hero”. Part of the feature says “John H. Glenn Jr. was the quintessential
American hero. He died Dec. 8 at the age of 95. As a member of the Original Seven
Mercury astronauts, he was a frequent visitor to Florida’s Space Coast becoming the first
American to orbit the Earth…
Glenn resigned from NASA on Jan. 16, 1964. A decade later he was elected to the U.S.
Senate from his home state of Ohio. Glenn’s time in the Senate included a bid for the
presidency in 1984. Glenn announced that he would not seek re-election in the 1998 fall
campaign. Instead, he was given an opportunity to return to orbit as a payload specialist
with the STS-95 crew of the shuttle Discovery. On Oct. 29, 1998, Glenn launched as part
of a seven-person crew including astronauts from the United States, Japan and Spain. At
the age of 77, he was the oldest person to date to fly in space…
Over the years, Glenn collected many awards and accolades. In May 1990, he and the
other six Mercury astronauts became the charter class of the U.S. Astronaut Hall of Fame.
During a ceremony at the White House on May 29, 2012, President Barack Obama
awarded Glenn the Presidential Medal of Freedom… Glenn’s last visit to the Space Coast
took place in February 2012. He was joined by fellow Mercury astronaut, Scott Carpenter,
the second American in orbit. They came to NASA’s Kennedy Space Center to celebrate
the 50th anniversary of the nation’s first orbital spaceflights…”.

On the left, “Astronaut John H. Glenn in the cockpit of a T-106 preparing for training exercises in
flight proficiency.” On the right, “U.S. Sen. John H. Glenn Jr. gives the thumbs up from the cockpit
of a training aircraft as he prepares for his return to space on the shuttle Discovery’s STS-95
mission in 1998.”
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On pages 24 and 25, “SCENE@KENNEDY SPACE CENTER”.

“A heavy-lift crane lowers the first half of the B-level work platforms, B south, for NASA’s Space
Launch System (SLS) rocket, for installation Dec. 2 on the south side of High Bay 3 in the Vehicle
Assembly Building (VAB) at Kennedy Space Center. Large Tandemloc bars have been attached
to the platform to keep it level during lifting and installation. In view below are eight levels of
previously installed platforms. The B platforms are the ninth of 10 levels of work platforms that
will surround and provide access to the SLS rocket and Orion spacecraft…”.

On pages 30 and 31, “Steven Larsen – Lead Design Engineer – Engineering
Directorate”. Part of the feature says “My name is Steven Larsen, and I am the lead
design engineer… My main responsibilities include designing the ICPSU system to meet
program requirements…
The design process includes working with all of the engineering
disciplines (mechanical, electrical, cryogenics, pneumatics and
hydraulics) to create an integrated design model and drawings…
I have worked at Kennedy for 10 years and have always been in the
Engineering Directorate…I first became interested in space when I
was young. My father was an aerospace engineer in the Air Force.
We built model rockets and helicopters together which taught me the
fundamentals of engineering. Unfortunately, we were much better at
building them than flying them… For students who are interested in a
career in engineering, I would advise them to get involved in a club at school that designs
and builds a cool product…”.
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From The February 2017 Spaceport Magazine
On pages 4 through 9, “New Spacesuit Unveiled for Starliner Astronauts”, by
Steven Siceloff. In part, the article states “Astronauts heading into orbit aboard Boeing’s
Starliner spacecraft will wear lighter and more comfortable spacesuits than earlier suits
astronauts wore. The suit capitalizes on historical designs, meets NASA requirements for
safety and functionality, and introduces cutting-edge innovations….

Above, Astronaut Suni Williams puts on the communications carrier of Boeing’s new
Starliner spacesuit… The full suit, which includes an integrated shoe, weighs about 20
pounds with all its accessories – about 10 pounds lighter than the launch-and-entry suits
worn by space shuttle astronauts… “The most important part is that the suit will keep you
alive,” astronaut Eric Boe said. “It is a lot lighter, more form-fitting and it’s simpler, which
is always a good thing…”.
On pages 16 and 17.
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On pages 10 and 11, “Starliner STA Arrives in California for Testing”, by
Steven Siceloff. Part of the article states “Boeing’s Starliner spacecraft will experience a
variety of tremendous internal and external forces during missions to and from the
International Space Station… Boeing built a Structural Test Article that will experience
the rigors of spaceflight in a test facility in an effort to prove the design of the spacecraft.
The module was built inside the company’s Commercial Crew and Cargo Processing
Facility at Kennedy Space Center before it was shipped across the country to Huntington
Beach, California, for testing…
It joined test versions of the service module, the launch vehicle adapter truss structure
and other hardware that make up the upper stage of the United Launch Alliance Atlas V
rocket. Testing of the article began shortly after it arrived to Boeing’s Test and Evaluation
facility… Boeing’s facilities in southern California are outfitted with numerous test
chambers that routinely evaluate spacecraft and other vehicles in a variety of
environments to make sure they can handle the demands of flight…”.

“Boeing’s Structural Test Article of its CST-100
Starliner spacecraft arrives at the company’s
Huntington Beach, California, facilities for
evaluations. Built to the specifications of an
operational spacecraft, the STA is intended to be
evaluated through a series of… testing conditions.”

On pages 36 through 39, “NASA DAY OF REMEMBRANCE - Kennedy Space Center’s
Honors Fallen Astronaut”, by Bob Granath. A portion of the story says “On Jan. 26,
Kennedy Space Center employees and guests paid their respects to astronauts who have
perished in the conquest of space. The annual Kennedy Day of Remembrance activities
included a ceremony in the Center for Space Education at Kennedy’s visitor complex…
The following day, Jan. 27, marked the 50th anniversary of the loss of the crew of Apollo
1. The ceremony also honored the astronauts of the STS-51L Challenger crew who
perished in 1986, the STS-107 crew of Columbia who died in 2003, along with other
astronauts who were lost in the line of duty… Former Gemini 10 and Apollo 11 astronaut
Mike Collins, served as keynote speaker. He noted that the lessons learned from the
Apollo 1 accident were crucial to the ultimate success of the lunar landing program…
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“NASA Acting Administrator Robert Lightfoot addresses guests at Kennedy Space Center’s Day
of Remembrance ceremony. Held this year in the Center for Space Education at the Kennedy
Space Center Visitor Complex in Florida, the annual event honors the contributions of all
astronauts who lost their lives in the quest for space exploration.”

Sheryl Chaffee, daughter of Roger Chaffee… echoed Collins comments. “From the ashes
of the Apollo 1 fire came the hard lessons NASA had to learn in order to have successful
flights to the moon and for further exploration of space,” she said. “I’m so proud to be here
today with all of you to pay tribute to my father, his crewmates and the other fallen
astronauts memorialized on the space mirror.”…
Apollo 16 lunar module pilot Charlie Duke, State Rep. Thad Altman, president and chief
executive officer of the AMF, and Apollo launch team member John Tribe also
participated in the ceremony…”.
This is video from the January 26th ceremony.
On pages 40 through 43, “Apollo 1 Crew Honored in New Tribute Exhibit”, by
Steven Siceloff. A portion of the feature states “It’s been 50 years since the crew of Apollo
1 perished in a fire at the launch pad, but the lives, accomplishments and heroism of the
three astronauts are celebrated in a dynamic, new tribute that is part museum, part
memorial and part family scrapbook… Called “Ad Astra Per Aspera - A Rough Road
Leads to the Stars”, the tribute exhibit carries the blessings of the families of astronauts
Gus Grissom, Ed White II and Roger Chaffee. It showcases clothing, tools and models
that define the men as their parents, wives and children saw them as much as how the
nation viewed them…
The tribute was dedicated during a ceremony at the Apollo/Saturn V Center at NASA’s
Kennedy Space Center in Florida on Friday, Jan. 27… The tribute also displays for the
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first time the three-section hatch from the Apollo 1 capsule that caught fire at Launch
Complex 34 on Jan. 27, 1967… “This lets you now meet Gus Grissom, Ed White and
Roger Chaffee as members of special families and also as members of our own family,”
said NASA’s Luis Berrios, who co-led the tribute design that would eventually involve
more than 100 designers, planners and builders to realize. “You get to know some of the
things that they liked to do and were inspired by…”.

“The new tribute to the crew of Apollo 1 who perished in a fire at the launch pad on Jan. 27, 1967
during training for the mission is shown looking down the length of the area. The tribute highlights
the lives and careers of astronauts Gus Grissom, Ed White II and Roger Chaffee who were lost
during the fire.”

This is video from the dedication ceremony on January 27, 2017. Tom Stafford is the
featured speaker.

From The March 2017 Spaceport Magazine
On page 3, “FROM OUR CENTER DIRECTOR”. Part of the feature says “As I reflect on
the successful 10th Commercial Resupply Services mission, with a SpaceX Falcon 9 and
Dragon carrying supplies and experiments to the International Space Station, I realized
every Kennedy directorate had a role to play in the success of the mission. We truly are
a multiuser spaceport… Truly, there wasn’t an organization in our contractor/civil service
team at Kennedy that wasn’t at least a little bit involved in some aspect of this mission.
I could not be more proud of Kennedy’s team, of how exceptional this achievement was,
especially since it’s only been a little less than three years since we signed the Pad A
agreement with SpaceX. What has been accomplished in the last five years since the end
of the Space Shuttle Program is phenomenal. When you stand on the balcony of the
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Operations Support Building II, looking from west to east and north to south, the story of
our remarkable transformation tells itself.”
Keep Charging!
Bob Cabana

On pages 12 and 13, “SCENE @ KENEDY SPACE CENTER”.

“Water sprays onto Launch Complex 39A during a test by SpaceX of the sound suppression
system at the launch pad. The water deluge diminishes vibration at the pad during a liftoff to
protect the pad structures and rocket itself…”.

On pages 18 through 21, “Final work platform installed for NASA’s Space Launch
System”, by Linda Herridge. Part of the article states “NASA reached a key milestone in
the Vehicle Assembly Building (VAB) at the Kennedy Space Center. A year of platform
installations came to conclusion in January as the final work platform, A north, was lifted,
installed and secured recently on its rail beam on the north wall of High Bay 3 inside the
iconic facility. The installation of the final topmost level completes the 10 levels of work
platforms, 20 platforms halves altogether, that will surround NASA’s Space Launch
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System (SLS) rocket and the Orion spacecraft and allow access during processing for
missions…
Each platform weighs more than 300,000 pounds, and measures about 38 feet long and
close to 62 feet wide… Engineers began installation of the first halves, the K-level
platforms, about a year ago, followed by the J, H and G platforms. In July 2016, platform
installation reached the halfway point, with the fifth of ten levels of platforms, the F-level,
completed. The remaining platforms installed are E, D, C, B and A… NASA awarded a
contract to modify High Bay 3 to the Hensel Phelps Construction Co. of Greeley,
Colorado, in March 2014…”.

“…a crane lifts the final work platform, A north, high up from the transfer aisle in the Vehicle
Assembly Building at Kennedy Space Center…”.

“Before the final platform was installed, the Kennedy
Space Center’s Engineering Directorate coordinated
a platform beam signing event… Workers involved in
the High Bay 3 platform project had the opportunity to
sign one of the beams of the final work platform…
Shawn Quinn, associate program manager for the
Ground Systems Development and Operations
Program, signs the platform A North beam in the
transfer aisle of the Vehicle Assembly Building on Jan.
10.”
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From The April 2017 Spaceport Magazine
On page 3.

“Continuing the company’s tradition, the Orbital ATK Cygnus
spacecraft was renamed the S.S. John Glenn, in honor of the
late former Project Mercury and space shuttle astronaut John
Glenn. Members of the news media had the opportunity to view
the Cygnus spacecraft March 9 before it was enclosed in its
payload fairing inside the Payload Hazardous Servicing Facility
at Kennedy Space Center. The Orbital ATK CRS-7 commercial
resupply services mission to the International Space Station
will launch atop a United Launch Alliance Atlas V rocket from
Space Launch Complex 41 at Cape Canaveral Air Force
Station.”

Orbital ATK CRS-7 launched on April 18, 2017.

On pages 18 and 19, “SCENE@KENNEDY SPACE CENTER - First umbilical installed
on mobile launcher for NASA’s Space Launch System and Orion”, by
Linda Herridge. In part, the article states “The first launch umbilical for NASA’s Space
Launch System (SLS) and Orion spacecraft was installed on the mobile launcher tower
March 16 at the agency’s Kennedy Space Center in Florida. The Orion Service Module
Umbilical, or OSMU, was installed high up on the tower at about the 260-foot level…
The tower on the mobile
launcher will be equipped with
several connections, called
launch umbilicals, which will
connect to the SLS core stage
and twin solid rocket boosters,
the
interim
cryogenic
propulsion stage and the Orion
spacecraft. They will provide
power,
communications,
coolant and fuel. The OSMU
will connect from the mobile
launcher tower to the Orion
service module. Prior to launch, the umbilical will transfer liquid coolant for the electronics
and purge air/GN2 for environmental control to the Orion service module… The umbilical
also will provide purge air/GN2 for environmental control to the Launch Abort System…”.
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On pages 20 and 21, “ICPS ARRIVES - First integrated flight hardware for NASA’s
Space Launch System arrives”, by Linda Herridge. A portion of the article states “The
first integrated piece of flight hardware for NASA’s Space Launch System rocket, the
Interim Cryogenic Propulsion Stage, or ICPS, arrived March 8 at Cape Canaveral Air
Force Station in Florida. The ICPS was shipped from the United Launch Alliance (ULA)
facility in Decatur, Alabama aboard the Mariner barge. The ICPS was offloaded and
transported to the ULA Horizontal Integration Facility where it was removed from its flight
case to begin processing for launch at the ULA Delta Operations Center…

“Inside the United Launch
Alliance
(ULA)
Horizontal
Integration Facility at Cape
Canaveral Air Force Station in
Florida, the Interim Cryogenic
Propulsion Stage (ICPS) for
NASA’s Space Launch System
(SLS) rocket is secured on a
movable transport stand March
9…”.

The ICPS is the in-space stage that is located toward the top of the rocket, between the
Launch Vehicle Stage Adapter and the Orion Spacecraft Adapter, and will provide some
of the in-space propulsion. Its single RL-10 engine, powered by liquid hydrogen and
oxygen, will generate 24,750 pounds of thrust to propel the Orion spacecraft out of Earth’s
orbit… The initial configuration of the SLS rocket with the ICPS will stand 322 feet tall…
The rocket will weigh 5.75 million pounds fueled and produce 8.8 million pounds of thrust
at liftoff…”.
On pages 36 and 37, “SCENE@KENNEDY SPACE CENTER - Progress in Central
Campus construction adding modern facilities”, by Bob Granath. Part of the feature
states “Now that Kennedy Space Center is a premier, multi-user spaceport, ongoing
construction is adding new, ultra-modern facilities. A key element of the Central Campus
makeover is a new, seven-story, 200,000-square-foot headquarters building that has
taken shape in the heart of the spaceport…
The headquarters building’s glass facade, as seen from NASA Causeway, is complete.
The exterior skin of the building also is nearly finished. The remainder of the glass
components are being installed on each floor. Construction of interior walls and utilities
on most floors is well underway… Additionally, Central Campus phase 1 construction
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includes a separate facility to operate as a consolidated Kennedy Data Center which
opened in October 2015. This 16,500-square-foot building operates year-round, 24 hours
a day, seven days a week…”.

From The May 2017 Spaceport Magazine
On pages 10 through 15, “NASA celebrates 50th anniversary of Launch Complex
39B, prepares for next mission”, by Linda Herridge. In part, the story reads “NASA is
celebrating the 50th anniversary of pad B, the launch site for one Apollo/Saturn V launch,
three Skylab missions using the Saturn 1B rocket, one Apollo-Soyuz Test Project mission
that also used a Saturn 1B, and 53 space shuttle launches…
Construction of the pad began in December 1964 and was completed in April 1967.
Drawings of the original pad B were completed by Giffels and Rosetti Inc. of Detroit in
October 1964. Construction of the complex was completed by George A. Fuller Co. in
Los Angeles. Design and construction supervisors were the Canaveral District of the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers…
The first launch from pad B was Apollo 10 on May 18, 1969… The first space shuttle
launch from pad B was Challenger, on STS-51L, on Jan. 28, 1986… Space shuttle
Discovery’s STS-116 mission was the final liftoff from pad B, on Dec. 8, 2006. Afterward,
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the pad was modified to handle the launch of NASA’s Ares 1-X rocket on a test flight Oct.
28, 2009. New lightning towers were constructed and installed around the pad in 2009…
As NASA prepares for the first flight of the Orion spacecraft atop the SLS rocket,
modifications to pad B are underway. These include new communications and wiring
system; replacement of the Environmental Control System; new heating, ventilation and
air conditioning systems; and replacement of various water system pipes within the pad
perimeter. Installation of new ignition overpressure/ sound suppression bypass valves at
the valve complex; reinforcement and replacement of the pad surface crawlerway; and
refurbishment of the pad’s cryogenic propellant storage spheres also are underway… In
the flame trench, construction workers have installed nearly all of the 100,000 heatresistant bricks, in three different sizes, to the walls using bonding mortar in combination
with adhesive anchors…”.

“An aerial view of Launch Pad 39B looking east on July 22, 1966.”

“An aerial view of Launch Complex 39B at Kennedy Space Center.”; circa 2017.
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On pages 22 and 23, “SCENE@KENNEDY SPACE CENTER - Crawler-transporter 2
takes test drive along crawlerway”, by Linda Herridge. Part of the feature says
“NASA’s crawler-transporter 2 (CT-2) took a test drive along the crawlerway March 22 at
Kennedy Space Center to determine the structural dynamics and loading environments
of the crawler’s recent upgrades. The test was performed to ensure that the crawler is
ready to support the first integrated flight of the agency’s Orion spacecraft atop the Space
Launch System… Upgrades to the crawler included installation of new generators, gear
assemblies, jacking, equalizing and leveling (JEL) hydraulic cylinders, roller bearings and
brakes. Other systems also were upgraded…”.

“NASA’s upgraded crawler-transporter 2 (CT-2), carrying mobile launcher platform 1, moves
slowly along the crawlerway March 22 at Kennedy Space Center…”.

On pages 34 and 35, “SCENE@KENNEDY SPACE CENTER”.

“About 50 participants led by NASA Kennedy Space Center’s Employee Resource Groups picked
up about 20 bags of trash and other large debris along the center’s shoreline before turtle-nesting
season as a community service… Unlike what might be found along a public beach, all of the
debris that litters Kennedy’s restricted beaches washes ashore after being discarded at sea…”.
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On page 44.

“NASA technicians lifted NASA’s James Webb Space Telescope using a crane and moved it
inside a clean room at NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center in Greenbelt, Maryland. Once
launched into space, the Webb telescope’s 18-segmented gold mirror is specially designed to
capture infrared light from the first galaxies that formed in the early universe…”.

From The June 2017 Spaceport Magazine
On pages 4 through 7, “Veteran launch commentator George Diller retires”, by
Anna Heiney. In part, the article states “A familiar voice will be absent from the NASA
Television airwaves as veteran launch commentator George Diller launches into
retirement at the end of May. Diller is stepping away from the microphone after nearly
four decades at Kennedy Space Center… He’s been seated at the commentator console
for countless countdowns and launches as a NASA Public Affairs specialist…
It was his voice viewers heard when they tuned in for liftoff of
STS-114, the shuttle’s return to flight in 2005, and when the
storied program completed its final mission, STS-135, in
2011… His smooth, matter-of-fact delivery made him famous
within the industry and among space enthusiasts who knew
him by voice… “It really was very clear, very fast, that George
was one of those guys who really knew what he was doing,”
CBS News space correspondent Bill Harwood said. “He
made a real effort to understand these missions. George put
an enormous amount of time into this, and that was the key
to his success.”…
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On pages 16 through 19, “Final brick installed in Launch Complex 39B flame trench
for NASA’s Space Launch System”, by Linda Herridge. Part of the feature states “A
project to upgrade the walls of the flame trench… recently was completed… All of the
new heat-resistant bricks now are in place in the flame trench below the surface of the
pad. Construction workers installed the final brick May 9… All of the new heat-resistant
bricks now are in place in the flame trench below the surface of the pad. Construction
workers installed the final brick May 9, completing about a year’s worth of work on the
walls on the north side of the flame trench to support the launch of the (SLS) rocket and
Orion spacecraft… A new flame deflector soon will be installed that will safely contain and
deflect the plume exhaust from the massive rocket to the north during launch…”.

On the left, “A view of the north side of the flame trench at Launch Complex 39B at Kennedy
Space Center.” On the right, “Jimmy Saylor, a mason with Reintjes Services, a subcontractor to
JP Donovan, installs the final brick on the north side of the flame trench wall at Launch Complex
39B…”.

On pages 30 and 31.
Part of the photo caption reads “On
May 7, one of our spaceport
partners, the U.S. Air Force,
successfully landed their X-37B
Orbital Test Vehicle at the Space
Florida-operated Shuttle Landing
Facility here at Kennedy Space
Center… What an outstanding use
of a runway and processing
facilities that once supported
NASA’s space shuttle and now
support a new orbital vehicle. This
achievement is just one more
example of how KSC is a vibrant
spaceport full of activity. We continue to forge new relationships with commercial space industry
and other partners to expand the spaceport …”.
— Bob Cabana,
Director, NASA’s Kennedy Space Center
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On pages 32 and 33, “Foale, Ochoa inducted into Astronaut Hall of Fame”, by
Bob Granath. A portion of the article says “Space shuttle astronauts Dr. Michael Foale
and Dr. Ellen Ochoa recently joined an elite group of American space heroes with their
induction into the U.S. Astronaut Hall of Fame. They were welcomed to the ranks of
legendary pioneers… during a May 19 ceremony at the Kennedy Space Center Visitor
Complex…
As a NASA astronaut, Foale flew to space five times aboard the space shuttle. One
mission included a 145-day stay in 1997 aboard the Russian space station Mir. In 2003,
he launched to the International Space Station for his sixth flight as part of the Soyuz
TMA-3 crew… With Foale as a crewmate, Ochoa’s first space shuttle mission was STS56 in April 1993. On that flight she became the first Hispanic woman in space. Ochoa
went on to fly three more shuttle missions, including flights to service the Hubble Space
Telescope and assemble the International Space Station…”.

Video of the induction ceremony is at this site.
On pages 40 and 41, “Brevard’s top scholars visit Kennedy Space Center”, by
Frank Gonzales. In part, the feature states “About 40 high school seniors saw firsthand
how NASA’s Kennedy Space Center might be the perfect place for them to work in the
future during Brevard Top Scholars Day. Kennedy’s Office of Education Projects and
Youth Engagement coordinated the May 5 event that featured a special behind-thescenes tour of Kennedy, including prototype shops, cryogenic labs and facilities such as
the Vehicle Assembly Building and the Launch Control Center firing rooms…
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The day began with Kelvin Manning, Kennedy associate director, addressing the students
regarding NASA’s and Kennedy’s roles and missions. “We truly enjoy sharing our vision
of a multi-user spaceport with you seniors,” Manning said. “You’ve got a lot to look forward
to. We hope someday your journey will bring you back to Kennedy Space Center.”…

On the left, “About 40 Brevard County high school seniors take in the enormity of the Vehicle
Assembly Building during Brevard Top Scholars Day on May 5…”. On the right, “Kennedy Space
Center Associate Director Kelvin Manning addresses… Brevard County high school seniors…”.

From The July 2017 Spaceport Magazine
On pages 8 and 9, “Kennedy’s transformation paying off in new opportunities”, by
Steven Siceloff. A portion of the feature says “A transformation begun before the space
shuttles retired six years ago set the stage at NASA’s Kennedy Space Center in Florida
for the current development underway among commercial space companies and for the
infrastructure needed to support deep space exploration, Bob Cabana, Kennedy’s
director, told community leaders June 13…

“Bob Cabana, director of NASA’s
Kennedy Space Center in
Florida, speaks with community
leaders about changes and
progress underway at the Florida
spaceport.

Speaking to an audience of about 200 officials and business leaders from the
communities around the Florida spaceport, Cabana said the launch facility has diversified
in robust ways, ranging from retooling existing structures for new programs to building new
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facilities, such as the Blue Origin rocket factory and OneWeb’s satellite manufacturing
center in Exploration Park…”.
On pages 14 and 15, “Crew Dragon trainer takes shape at Kennedy Space Center”,
by Steven Siceloff. In part, the article states “NASA and SpaceX engineers are working
together at NASA’s Kennedy Space Center in Florida to build a full-scale Crew Dragon
model, or Recovery Trainer, that will be used by the U.S. Air Force to perform flight-like
rescue and recovery training exercises in the open ocean… The model, shown… with
astronauts Dan Burbank and Victor Glover inside, is built to mimic the Crew Dragon
spacecraft that SpaceX is developing with NASA’s Commercial Crew Program to fly
astronauts to and from the International Space Station…

In certain unusual recovery situations, SpaceX may need to work with the U.S. Air Force
to send parajumpers to recover astronauts from the capsule. The Recovery Trainer will
be used by the Air Force to prepare procedures and train for this contingency scenario.
The trainer also has two working hatches and other simulated components similar to the
ones astronauts and support teams will encounter in real missions…”.
On pages 16 through 19, “NASA announces astronaut candidates for 2017”. The
feature states “Vice President Mike Pence joined Acting NASA Administrator Robert
Lightfoot at the agency’s Johnson Space Center in Houston on June 7 to welcome
America’s newest astronaut candidates. The twelve candidates were selected from more
than 18,300 applicants to carry the torch for future human exploration.
A short bio of each astronaut candidate in included in the article.
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“NASA announced its 2017 Astronaut Candidate Class on June 7, 2017. The 12 candidates,
pictured here at NASA’s Ellington Field in Houston, from left are Zena Cardman, U.S. Marine
Corps Maj. Jasmin Moghbeli, U.S. Navy Lt. Jonny Kim, U.S. Army Maj. Francisco “Frank” Rubio,
U.S. Navy Lt. Cmdr. Matthew Dominick, Warren “Woody” Hoburg, Robb Kulin, U.S. Navy Lt. Kayla
Barron, Bob Hines, U.S. Air Force Lt. Col. Raja Chari, Loral O’Hara and Jessica Watkins.”

On pages 32 through 35, “Mars rover helps visitor complex kick off new exhibit”, by
Bob Granath. Part of the feature says “It looks like something out of this world, but that’s
exactly where it would work. A futuristic Mars rover concept vehicle recently was unveiled
at the Kennedy Space Center Visitor Complex with a goal of inspiration and education as
NASA continues developing plans for its journey to the Red Planet…
The builders of the scientifically themed rover, Parker Brothers Concepts of Port
Canaveral, Florida, incorporated input into its design from NASA subject-matter experts.
Construction of the Mars rover was commissioned by the Kennedy visitor complex… The
rover operates on an electric motor, powered by solar panels, and a 700-volt battery…
While this exact rover is not expected to operate on Mars, it depicts concept features that
may someday be incorporated into a rover astronauts will drive on the Red Planet…”.
“The Mars rover concept vehicle operates
on an electric motor, powered by solar
panels, and a 700-volt battery. The rover
separates in the middle, with the front area
designed for scouting, and is equipped
with a radio and navigation provided by a
Global Positioning System. The back
section serves as a full laboratory that can
disconnect for autonomous research.”
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From The August 2017 Spaceport Magazine
On pages 4 and 5, “Reinvigorated center greets Vice President Pence”, by
Steven Siceloff. In part, the article says “Vice President Mike Pence on Thursday, July
6, saw a Florida spaceport poised in the starting blocks to return America’s human launch
capability, begin a new era in deep space exploration and capitalize on emerging
partnerships with private industry.
Driving through much of the launch and processing facilities spread throughout the
144,000 acres of NASA’s Kennedy Space Center, Pence saw launch pads rebuilt for the
needs of privately operated rockets, former space shuttle hangars refit to serve as
spacecraft factories and the assembly hall for NASA’s own deep space exploration
spacecraft, Orion. Former astronaut Bob Cabana, Kennedy’s center director, guided the
tour for Pence who was making his first stop at the center since becoming vice president.
As vice president, Pence will serve as chairman of the newly reformed National Space
Council that will set goals and establish policies for the United States’ space efforts…”.

“Vice President Mike Pence speaks before an audience of NASA leaders, U.S. and Florida
government officials, and employees inside the Vehicle Assembly Building at NASA’s Kennedy
Space Center in Florida.”

On pages 16 through 19, “Turn basin prepped for Space Launch System core stage
arrival”, by Linda Herridge. A portion of the article says “Located just across the street
from the iconic Vehicle Assembly Building (VAB), the dock area that was used for arrival
and offloading of space shuttle external tanks is getting a makeover to accommodate the
core stage when it arrives aboard NASA’s modified barge Pegasus… When Pegasus
arrives at Kennedy’s turn basin, it will be carrying the core stage and all its ground support
and transportation equipment -- cargo that is more than 600,000 pounds heavier than
Pegasus transported for the space shuttle… The barge’s length was increased to 310
feet to meet barge-to-dock interface requirements for the core stage…
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“The turn basin is undergoing significant structural modifications and electrical upgrades
to be ready for the core stage and Pegasus barge,” said Jimmy Rogers, a project manager
with Kennedy’s Ground Systems Development and Operations (GSDO) Program… The
work includes driving multiple precast concrete piles to a depth of about 70 feet around
the wharf… Concrete also is being added to strengthen the wharf…”.

“Modifications are underway at the Launch
Complex 39 turn basin wharf at NASA’s
Kennedy Space Center to prepare for the
arrival of the agency’s massive Space
Launch System (SLS) core stage…”.

On pages 24 and 25, “VAB’s FIRST ROLLOUT”. Part of the feature states “On Aug. 26,
1967, 50 years ago, the first operational Saturn V rolled out of the Vehicle Assembly
Building at NASA’s Kennedy Space Center in Florida… After several months of
checkouts, the massive launch vehicle lifted off on Nov. 9, 1967, for the uncrewed Apollo
4 mission…”.

“The first operational Saturn V rocket rolled out of the Vehicle Assembly Building on Aug. 26,
1967.”

This is Wikipedia’s read about Apollo 4.
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On page 40.

“A Titan/Centaur-7 rocket lifted off Aug. 20, 1977, from
Launch Complex 41 at Cape Canaveral Air Force Station
at 10:29 a.m. EDT sending the 1,800-pound Voyager 2
spacecraft on an odyssey through the outer planets,
including Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune. Voyager 2
explored 48 of their moons and the unique system of rings
and magnetic fields those planets possess… Travelling at
a rate of more than 292 million miles per year, the Voyager
2 space probe is currently on its way out of our solar
system and nearing interstellar space…”.

According to Wikipedia, Voyager 2 “…crossed into interstellar space on November 5,
2018… The probe “…remains in contact with Earth through the NASA Deep Space
Network…”.

From The September 2017 Spaceport Magazine
On pages 10 and 11, “Interim Cryogenic Propulsion Stage Moves to Space Station
Processing Facility”, by Linda Herridge. A portion of the feature states “The Interim
Cryogenic Propulsion Stage (ICPS) is the first segment for NASA’s Space Launch System
(SLS) rocket to arrive at the Kennedy Space Center.
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It was transported from the United Launch Alliance (ULA) facility at Cape Canaveral Air
Force Station, where it had been undergoing final testing and checkout since arriving in
February, to the Space Station Processing Facility at the center July 26.,.. During
Exploration Mission-1, NASA’s first test mission of the SLS rocket and Orion, the ICPS,
filled with liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen, will give Orion the big in-space push needed
to fly beyond the Moon before returning to Earth. The ICPS was designed and built by
ULA in Decatur, Alabama, and Boeing in Huntsville, Alabama. The propulsion stage will
be cleaned and maintained and remain in the high bay at the Space Station Processing
Facility and moved to the VAB when it is time for stacking operations.”
On pages 28 and 29, “First Nations Launch winners visit Kennedy Space Center”,
by Bob Granath. In part, the article states “A group of 15 college students recently visited
NASA’s Kennedy Space Center as winners of the First Nations Launch competition in
Wisconsin. They were part of teams that successfully flew high-powered rockets, earning
them an opportunity to visit the Florida spaceport. The competition is supported by NASA
and the Wisconsin Space Grant Consortium….
It provides an opportunity for students attending tribal colleges and universities or who
are members of a campus American Indian Science and Engineering Society, or AISES,
chapter to design, build and launch a rocket at a competition in Kansasville, Wisconsin…
During the students’ visit to Kennedy, they toured the Vehicle Assembly Building, Launch
Control Center, Swamp Works, Kennedy Prototype Shop, Cryogenics Lab and the visitor
complex. They also were given the opportunity to participate in a panel discussion on
career opportunities with NASA, contractors or other areas of the aerospace industry
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On page 32.

“From the Kennedy Space Center Visitor Complex, guests joined Americans from coast to coast
following the solar eclipse. Although a partial eclipse on Florida’s Space Coast, young and old
alike found many ways to watch the rare astronomical event Aug. 21, 2017. As the Moon passed
between Earth and the midafternoon Sun, a shadow moved across the landscape. The 70-milewide totality path, or “umbral cone” -- where the entire Sun vanished behind the Moon -- stretched
across 14 states, from Oregon to South Carolina.”

The next total solar eclipse in the continental United States will be April 8, 2024.

From The October 2017 Spaceport Magazine
On pages 10 and 11, “Wayne Kee inducted into Public Service Hall of Fame”, by
Bob Granath. Part of the feature says “As Hurricane Irma approached Central Florida,
the workforce at NASA’s Kennedy Space Center looked to the leadership of experienced
professionals such as Wayne Kee, the agency’s emergency manager in Spaceport
Integration and Services. Since 1991, he has served as incident commander and lead
federal authority for hurricanes Wilma, Katrina, Floyd, Frances, Jeanne and Matthew…
Kee was inducted into the Space Coast Daily’s Public Service Hall of Fame in a ceremony
Sept. 23, 2017, at the Maxwell C. King Center for the Performing Arts in Melbourne,
Florida…
Beginning his government service career in 1966, Kee enlisted in the Air Force where he
served 24 years as a fire protection specialist, assistant fire chief, deputy fire chief and
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fire chief… Kee was incident commander during numerous emergencies while serving in
the Republic of Vietnam… As NASA’s emergency manager at Kennedy, Kee was on the
first flight out as a member of the NASA Rapid Response Team when the space shuttle
Columbia was lost over Texas and Louisiana on Feb. 1, 2003… Kee has been the Rideout
Team leader for more than 11 storms affecting the Space Coast over the last 26 years,
including Hurricane Irma…”.

“In the Emergency Operations Center at
NASA’s Kennedy Space Center, from the left,
Brady Helms, an Emergency Management
analyst with Chenega Infinity, Kennedy’s
Protective Services contractor, and Wayne Kee,
NASA Emergency Manager, monitor Hurricane
Irma from inside the Launch Control Center.
They were part of the 120-member Rideout
Team during the recent storm.”

On pages 22 and 23, “Network of States workshops provide resources, training to
Florida STEM teachers”, by Isabel Kennedy. A portion of the feature says “NASA’s
Kennedy Space Center’s Education Office sponsored a series of multi-day workshops
this summer to reach out to educators in several different regions of Florida. The
workshops, called Network of States (NOS), were hosted in Miami, Jacksonville and
Chipley, in the Florida Panhandle… Each day, K-12 teachers, deans, informal educators
and administrators worked collaboratively in hands-on, engineering-design activities…
Overall, this summer’s Network of States provided resources to more than 120 educators
in 12 Florida school districts...”.

“Teachers participate in hands-on activities during a Network of States workshop hosted by NASA
Kennedy Space Center’s Education Office in Miami, Florida.”
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From The November 2017 Spaceport Magazine
On pages 6 and 7, “Drop tests at NASA Langley help Boeing’s Starliner prepare to
land astronauts”, by Eric Gallard. In part, the article states “At NASA’s Langley
Research Center in Hampton, Virginia, a mock-up of the Boeing Starliner spacecraft has
endured a series of land landing qualification tests to simulate what the actual spacecraft
and crew members may experience while returning to Earth from space… The team
recently kicked off a new series of land landing tests designed to measure the vehicle’s
airbag systems and how the crew responds to land landing scenarios…
The capsule – designed for landing on land, making it reusable up to ten times with a sixmonth turnaround time between launches – can accommodate up to five passengers to
and from the space station. For NASA missions to the station, the Starliner will carry up
to four astronauts and about 220 pounds of cargo. “The first test series verified that the
vehicle would be stable in all landing conditions,” said Richard Boitnott, Langley project
test engineer…”.

“The Boeing Starliner spacecraft undergoes testing at the Landing and Impact Research Facility
at NASA’s Langley Research Center.”

On pages 24 and 25, “National Space Council focuses on goals for America’s space
exploration”. In part, the article states “The re-established National Space Council had
its first meeting Oct. 5, 2017, at the Smithsonian National Air and Space Museum’s
Steven F. Udvar-Hazy Center in Chantilly, Virginia. The council was chaired by Vice
President Mike Pence and included participation by Acting NASA Administrator Robert
Lightfoot, as well as a number of U.S. cabinet members and senior officials, and
aerospace industry leaders… During the meeting, the vice president made it clear that
space is a national priority…
Specifically, NASA has been directed to develop a plan for an innovative and sustainable
program of exploration with commercial and international partners to enable human
expansion across the solar system, returning humans to the Moon for long-term
exploration and utilization, followed by human missions to Mars and other destinations….
The National Space Council acknowledged the strategic importance of cis-lunar space -Page 27

the region around the Moon -- which will serve as a proving ground for missions to Mars
and beyond and advance our stepping-stone approach to going farther into the solar
system…”.
“Vice
President
Mike
Pence
delivered opening remarks during
the National Space Council’s first
meeting, Oct. 5, 2017, at the
Smithsonian National Air and Space
Museum’s Steven F. Udvar-Hazy
Center in Chantilly, Virginia. The
National Space Council, chaired by
the vice president, heard testimony
from representatives from civil
space, commercial space, and
national security space industry
representatives.”
This is video of the meeting.

On pages 14 and 15, “SCENE@KENNEDY SPACE CENTER

“A variety of space hardware for the Orion crew module is in view in the Neil Armstrong Operations
and Checkout Building high bay at NASA’s Kennedy Space Center…”.
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From The December 2017 Spaceport Magazine
On pages 10 and 11 “Crew Access Arm for Space Launch System arrives at
Kennedy Space Center”, by Amanda Griffin. In part, the article states “When astronauts
depart for missions to deep space, they will cross the Crew Access Arm about 300 feet
above the ground to board their spacecraft. The access arm was delivered to NASA’s
Kennedy Space Center on Oct. 17, 2017, for installation on the mobile launcher… The
access arm will be one of 11 connection points to the rocket and spacecraft from the
tower on the mobile launcher…
For the first launch without crew, the access arm will provide a bridge to Orion for
personnel and equipment entering the spacecraft during processing and prelaunch
integrated testing while in the VAB and at the launch site… On future human missions,
astronauts outfitted with newly designed space suits will enter the white room, where they
will be assisted by technicians into the spacecraft for launch…”.

“A heavy-load transport truck carrying the Orion crew access arm nears the mobile launcher (ML)
at NASA’s Kennedy Space Center on Nov. 10, 2017. The crew access arm will be installed at
about the 274-foot level on the ML tower…”.

On pages 16 and 17, “Free flight completes crucial milestone for Dream Chaser”, by
Bob Granath. Part of the article states “Sierra Nevada Corp.’s Dream Chaser spacecraft
recently glided to a successful landing at NASA’s Armstrong Flight Research Center
located on Edwards Air Force Base in California. Completion of Dream Chaser’s freeflight test on Nov. 11, 2017, was a major milestone under a Space Act Agreement with
NASA’s Commercial Crew Program. NASA selected Sierra Nevada Corp., along with
Orbital ATK and SpaceX, for the agency’s second commercial resupply contracts to
deliver critical science, research and technology demonstrations to the International
Space Station…
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For the free-flight test, a Columbia Helicopters model 234 UT heavy-lift helicopter carried
aloft an uncrewed Dream Chaser test article, suspended at the end of a cable. The liftingbody, winged spacecraft had all the same outer mold line specifications as a flight-ready
vehicle… After release, Dream Chaser glided on its own and landed in a manner similar
to NASA’s space shuttles…. The free flight and landing were similar to five approach and
landing flight tests of the space shuttle in 1977…”.
“Following its free
flight, Sierra Nevada
Corp’s Dream Chaser
rolls out on the runway
at Edwards Air Force
Base in California.”
This is video of the
November 2017 flight
test.

On pages 14 and 15, “SCENE@KENNEDY SPACE CENTER”.

“NASA Kennedy Space Center honored Veterans Day and celebrated Native American Heritage
Month on Nov. 2, 2017. Retired NASA astronaut Dr. John Herrington visited the center and shared
his presentation “Living Your Dreams” with the Kennedy workforce. Herrington is a retired United
States Navy commander and a former astronaut. He flew aboard space shuttle Endeavour as a
crew member of the STS-113 mission in November 2002. During the mission, Herrington installed
the P-1 truss on the International Space Station. He was the first enrolled member of a Native
American tribe to fly in space and currently serves as an ambassador for the Chickasaw Nation.”
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On page 23, “NASA retirees launch new project reaching out to local students”, by
Bob Granath. The feature says “After retiring from NASA’s Kennedy Space Center, five
NASA women engineers are sharing their experiences and giving back to the Space
Coast community by mentoring young women from fourth grade through college seniors.
Following a mentoring event with girls from low socioeconomic backgrounds in the Tampa
area, Rita Willcoxon and Roselle Hanson discovered that many were unfamiliar with
professions in science, technology, engineering and math, or STEM.
That triggered an idea to reach out to students with a program to demonstrate to girls at
all levels what it would be like to be in a STEM career, especially engineering. “We started
asking other Kennedy retirees to share in the vision and start a program in two elementary
schools to work with young women doing real hands-on activities that would simulate a
career in STEM,” said Willcoxon, Kennedy’s former director of Launch Vehicle
Processing. “What resulted is now called the Launch STEM Careers Project.”
“The goal of the Launch STEM
Careers Project is to reach out to
students with a program to
demonstrate to girls at all levels what
it would be like to be in a science,
technology, engineering and math,
or
STEM,
career,
especially
engineering. Team members, from
the left, are Maria Lopez-Tellado,
Rita Willcoxon, Roselle Hanson and
Ruth Gardner.”
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